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Abstract – We are developing onboard processor technology
targeted at the L-band SAR instrument onboard the
planned DESDynI mission to enable formation of SAR
images onboard opening possibilities for near-real-time data
products to augment full data streams. Several image
processing and/or interpretation techniques are being
explored as possible direct-broadcast products for use by
agencies in need of low-latency data, responsible for disaster
mitigation and assessment, resource management,
agricultural development, shipping, etc. Data collected
through UAVSAR (L-band) serves as surrogate to the future
DESDynI instrument. We have explored surface water
extent as a tool for flooding response, and disturbance
images on polarimetric backscatter of repeat pass imagery
potentially useful for structural collapse (earthquake),
mud/land/debris-slides etc. We have also explored building
vegetation and snow/ice classifiers, via support vector
machines utilizing quad-pol backscatter, cross-pol phase,
and a number of derivatives (radar vegetation index,
dielectric estimates, etc.). We share our qualitative and
quantitative results thus far.
Keywords: realtime, SAR, polarimetry, classification, disaster
management, onboard processing, applications
1.

INTRODUCTION

The planned Deformation, Ecosystem Structure and Dynamics
of Ice (DESDynI) mission would collect an enormous amount of
data using a repeat pass Interferometric Synthetic Aperture
Radar operating at 1.2 GHz (L-Band) and full polarimetric
mode, generating images of resolution better then 10m pixels
over swaths 240km in range (Desdyni 2011). For many years to
come this data should prove valuable to scientific research with
respect in areas improving our understanding of earthquakes,
volcanic activity, landslides, dynamics of ice-sheets in our
rapidly changing environment and how our climate is
interrelated with terrestrial biomass. In the short term, these
same data could have immediate utility for disaster
management, resource management, and other agencies working
within time restrictions and data-processing limitations. For
example an invaluable tool for emergency responders in a flood
situation would be a surface water extent map.
As an associated piece of this work, JPL has developed a
hardware approach for processing raw polarimetric L-band SAR
data based on Xilinx Virtex series FPGA (Lou 2010). This has
been deployed on the Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle Synthetic
Aperture Radar (UAVSAR), an airborne radar system typically
flying at altitudes of ~14000 meters along a computer controlled
flight tube of 10m diameter while electronically steering a Lband radar, generating images of nearly 2m resolution before

multilooking (UAVSAR 2010).
The hardware processor is
designed to be compatible with both UAVSAR and the radar
proposed in DESDynI, allowing SAR image formation of 10m
resolution in near-real-time, and subsequent analysis on those
data.
We have identified several applications areas to explore data
processing and classification results under conditions feasible
for a space-born platform: surface water extent mapping for
flood applications, coarse vegetation classification for resource
management and/or fire monitoring, snow/ice/land classification
for transportation management or water resource management
and finally repeat-pass disturbance processing for landslide
mitigation and monitoring.
In each of these applications latency between data acquisition
and delivery, and actual coverage of region-of-interest are of the
utmost important to the end-user. DESDynI’s future mission
would be downlink constrained; onboard processing could
condense these data through image formation and classification,
allowing for urgent and last minute requests that would
otherwise not fit in the schedule. Onboard processing coupled
with direct-broadcast could further alleviate latency.
2.1 REPEAT PASS DISTURBANCE DETECTION
Our first and possibly simplest product presented here is a
simple composite of radar backscatter returned between two
scenes on a 0-baseline. This is intended as a tool for an expert
familiar with radar signatures to identify expanses of disturbance
or change over the temporal baseline.
UAVSAR collected data along the San Gabriel Mountain range
both in February 2009 and September 2009 using the same flight
path to within 10 meters accuracy, covering portions of the
Angeles National Forest which suffered the 160,000 acre fire
from late August 2009 through October 2009, costing $95
million in containment (USDA 2009). In Figure 1 backscatter
image data from the initial flight has been used to color red
intensity, while blue/green used to color the later flight. Figure
2 shows the same data, but with differences of 3dB or more
highlighted red/green for vegetated/non-veg areas (prior to
burn). Figure 3 shows a burn scar image generated from
ASTER data acquired September 6th, 2009, with an approximate
outline of the UAVSAR data product (Allen 2009).
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In coomparing Figure 2 and 3, ddistinguisable aareas with
ASTER data coiincide well
remainning vegetation as seen in the A
with rregions of non--disturbance in the UAVSAR composite
image (e.g. see ‘boot--like’ feature topp-center of Figuure 2). We
have nno quantitative rresults to post aat this time but have other
exampples, such as w
wetland drainagge, and hope to generate
similarr results for landdslides and urbann disturbance (H
Haiti).
2.2 SU
URFACE WATE
ER EXTENT
Our nnext algorithm is slightly moore complex inn-so-far as
analyssis is concerned when comparedd to the disturbannce images
discus sed above, but rrequires only a single overpasss of data to
generaate its estimationn of surface wateer extent mask.

Figure 1. Comp
posite of repeat-p
pass HH backscaatter images from
m
Feeb. 2009 (blue) and
a Sept. 2009 (rred)

Water’’s strong dielecttric constant is rarely seen on the earth’s
surfacee by other matterials of comm
mon abundance (i.e. entire
10m x 10m pixel areaas) and thus maakes it a good qquantity for
classiffication. We usse empirical esttimations of thee dielectric
constaant from polarim
metric backscattter returns as reported by
(Duboois 1995) and appproximated withh equation 1 where θ is the
local inncident angle annd is the radar wavelength in ccm:
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Figure 2. Repeeat pass change in backscatter >3db. Red fo
or
vegetated areas (NLCD2001) an
nd green for non
n-vegetated.

We alsso used filteringg for vegetated aareas (and thus innapplicable
for thee dielectric estim
mation by eq. 1) ppixels with
11 .
Experiimentation of vvarying a dielecctric threshold to classify
water vs non-water yiielded a good thhreshold of 15. A
As a proxy
for surrface water as seeen in a flood, w
we have used the water class
of NLC
CD2001 land coover data (US.EP
PA 2011) in estim
mating this
threshoold and generaating cross valiidation results. Table 1
summaarizes results inn a confusion m
matrix as generated from
applyinng this algorithm
m to approximattely 10 scenes off UAVSAR
data coollected over thee Florida Everglaades on June 16 2009.
Tabble 1. Classificaation breakdown of surface waterr extent
classsifier, vs NLCD22001 data.
NLCD
wetlaand
waterr
wetlaand
urban
n
urban
n
forestt
urban
n
low
n
urban
low

TER image enhan
nced to contrast vegetation (red))
Figure 3. AST
and
d fire-scar (black
k/grey) (Allen 20
009).

Classified: not water
9
98%
1
19%
emergent herbaceous
h
9
91%
open spacee
9
99%
cleared
9
96%
evergreen
100%
moderate i ntens
9
96%
d
6
64%
barren land
intense
9
93%
8
87%
grassland

woody

water
2%
81%
9%
1%
4%
0%
4%
36%
7%
13%

count
41509483
17490057
11799208
77507
69834
46719
14897
11444
1928
1581

While fairly precise accuracies are acchieved against tthe woodyminant class in tthe region of ourr study, the
wetlannd class, the dom
water class shows signnificant false negatives that we suspect are
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the result of surface roughness effects (Brag
gg scattering), a
f in our dieleectric estimation
n.
component leftt unaccounted for
Figure 4 is an example of su
uch a classification map, largelly
he
correct, but witth some streakss of these false negatives in th
open water reegion. Future work may in
nclude effort to
t
characterize con
nditions for this misclassificatio
on and/or whetheer
this effect is releevant to actual flooding
fl
scenario
os.

Wind streaks

land

Figure 4. Surface water extent map of Florid
da Everglades.
White: water,, black: non-wateer Dark streaks on
o left are false
negatives (aassumed from surrface roughening
g from wind).

and vvariance of somee of these quanttities for 19 totaal features.
Traininng yielded ~9000 support vectorrs using a Guasssian radial
basis kkernel.
Table 2 shows fairlyy poor classificcation performaance when
compaared against NL
LCD2001 data, with the best aaccuracy at
54% ffor the water cllass of which 119% were miscllassified as
woodyy wetland, whiile dense vegettation had the next best
accuraacy of 46%, w
with 21% missclassified as hherbaceous
wetlannd. These figuures are fairly underwhelmingg, however
qualitaative inspection of results look more promisingg and draw
doubt upon our validdation set. Figures 5a and 5bb show the
contra st in NLCD20001 ground truth to classifier ouutput, while
opticall imagery in figgure 5c shows a better visual correlation
with th
the classifier ouutput – of note is the abundannce of light
vegetaation (open spacces or grassy areeas, brown) conssistent with
the ouutput, opposed too the majority oof dense forest inndicated in
the groound truth in figgure 5a. We susppect the NLCD22001 data is
ultimaately too noisy ffor training and validation purpposes either
becausse of age, resoluution/aliasing arttifacts (NLCD20001 is 30m
resoluttion while UAV
VSAR is betteer than 10m alllowing for
individdual tree crownn identification)) or other geneeral fidelity
probleems. Future worrk will identify better land coveer data and
ments in cross--validation, whhile at the
investiigate improvem
momennt we find it innteresting that w
with this potenttially noisy
datasett we obtain resuults that comparee well, at least quualitatively
with m
more recent opticcal data.

2.3 VEGETATION
N CLASSIFICAT
TION
me
The feasibility of generating a vegetation classsification schem
AR data has been
n studied using a
using our real-ttime L-band SA
multi-class supp
port vector macchine (SVM). Using UAVSAR
R
data collected over
o
forested an
nd wetland areaas of Maine an
nd
Vermont, spreaad out over app
proximately 12 days of varyin
ng
weather, we traained a support vector
v
machine using land coveer
maps from NLC
CD2001 with claasses collapsed down
d
to 7 coarseer
vegetation classses: dense (foresst), herbaceous wetland,
w
foresteed
wetland, mediu
um (shrub), low
w (grass), bare land and wateer.
Approximately 5000 training samples
s
(pixels)) were chosen at
a
random across the Maine daataset and inclu
uded features of
o
backscatter for HH,
H VV, HV, HHVV
H
phase, 7x7
7 pixel averages
Table 2. Con
nfusion matrix for
fo vegetation claassification vs
NLCD2001 con
ndensed classes, evaluated over ~15
~ 30kmx30km
m
nt
images from Maaine and Vermon
Cl a s s i fi er res ul ts :
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Tota l Accura cy: 866
68968 / 19981198 (0.4
433856)

Figuure 5. Vegetatioon classification data for scene inn Maine,
co llected Sept 20009. (a) NLCD20001 land cover m
map, (b)
classiffication results, ((c) optical imageery courtesy Gooogle Earth.
Color scheme for (a) aand (b), black: w
water, dark-gray:: dense veg
(incluuding wetlands), gray: moderate veg, light-gray: light-veg,
w
white: developedd areas
Finallyy we would noote that the reesulting SVM, with ~900
supporrt vectors wouldd be too compleex to be run on aan in-flight
platforrm. We anticipaate replacing noiisy training dataa with more
accuraate data would result in a reduuced set and beetter crossvalidattion results.
Other approacches to reach a feasible
compuutation time w
would include a hardware baased SVM
evaluaator or reduced sset SVM (Tang 22006) or progresssive SVMs
(Wagsstaff 2010).
2.4

S
SNOW/ICE CLA
ASSIFICATION
N

We aggain employ a suupport vector maachine to classiffy pixels of
groundd projected data using the same feature set as ppresented in
sectionn 2.3 for vegetaation classification, but with tarrget classes
of snoow or ice versuss land versus w
water. Data colllected over
Icelandd’s Hofsjokull on Jun 12th 20009 together wiith various
opticall remote sensinng data includingg Landsat7 takeen May 16
2009 ((Figure 6a) to serrve as our traininng and validatioon data, and
groundd truth. Givenn the time of year, and largee temporal
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separation between the optical and
a UAVSAR daata collection, we
w
generated a con
nservative hand labeled training and
a validation seet
(Figure 6b), tak
king into consideeration late-summ
mer data to find a
year-round snow
w pack. Training on ~300 raandomly sampleed
pixels from thee hand-labeled set
s resulted in the classificatio
on
image of Figuree 7, and the confu
fusion matrix in Table
T
3.

Of our support vvector machine classifiers,
floodinng scenarios. O
the veegetation classiifier requires significant proceessing and
providdes inaccurate rresults based onn NLCD2001 bbut hints at
better results throughh higher fidelityy ground-truth, while the
snow and ice classiffier shows goodd results thus ffar on our
limitedd set of data.
4.
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Overall classificcation accuraciees (>90%) are much
m
improved as
a
compared to thee vegetation classsifier and the nu
umber of support
vectors dramatically reduced (~
~50) potentially
y allowing for in
nflight evaluation
n on traditional processor
p
architeectures.
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